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Abstract:- 
The sustainable development paradigm is becoming more and more a topic for business. In its core, it 

implies a transition of the self understanding of companies. Milton Friedman’s assumption say that "The 
business of business is business!" is more and more challenged. Stake holder’s demands are increasing and 
companies are asked to behave like corporate citizens, value creation processes do focus on economic value 
creation (economic capital) as well as on value creation for the natural environment (natural capital) and the 
social environment (social capital).In the current business scenario the focus of stake holder shifted to 
integrated management and organization have to sustain the business in this competitive market.  

Now the challenge for organization is to move for business excellence including product quality. 
Present time is to shift to “BEST” (Business excellence sustainability task), which is nothing but the 
Integrated Management System i.e. integration of all the four management system ISO 9001(QMS), ISO 
14001(EMS), OHSAS 18001, Social Accountability 8000. But do management systems models provide the 
adequate answers for tackling the far reaching implications of corporate sustainability? 

 The proposed paper will therefore analyze emerging models (based on process approach) of 
integrated management systems for sustainability. Process approach is the main key to align all the system and 
keep on tracking the same for continual improvements. The paper will highlight progress & limitations of 
management systems models in order to drive companies towards corporate sustainability. 
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Sustainable Development  

“Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the present generation, without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” [WCED, 1987]. Sustainable 
development requires both widespread economic prosperity and shared environmental concern. Our total 
economic activities must add enough value to guarantee everybody a decent life without damaging the 
ecological system in such a way that the survival of future generations is endangered. Many economists speak 
of weak and strong sustainability as a major distinction between techno-centric and eco-centric positions, 
representing two main directions that quite often, at least in the short term, are in conflict with each other. The 
categories of sustainability can be further divided into very weak, weak, strong and very strong [Hediger, 
1999]. A third dimension, representing societal focus with elements such as equitably distributed level of well 
being and equal opportunities, supplements the weak and strong parts of sustainability.   

Very weak sustainability requires that general production capacity of the economy should be 
maintained intact so that per capita consumption is constant over time [Hediger, 1999]. It is also 
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classified as resource exploitative and implying an increase in GNP/capita [Edgeman, 2000]. Weak 
sustainability can be described as the philosophy that all types of capital are equivalent and that there 
is a perfect or near perfect substitutability between natural capital and man-made capital. It requires 
the summed value of aggregated economic activity and environmental quality to be maintained over 
time.  Weak and strong sustainability are shown in Fig 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1 
Ecological and biogeochemical processes that are irrecoverable if lost (critical natural capital) must be 

safeguarded [Compton et al., 1998]. Strong sustainability requires that development or regeneration of 
renewable natural resources matches or exceeds depletion of non-renewable natural resources [Edgeman, 
2000]. Very strong sustainability requires that the quantity of natural capital should increase or at least be 
maintained constant. Reduction of resources consumption is needed [Edgeman, 2000]. The goal is a stationary 
state limiting human scale activities to zero population growth and zero economic growth – safe minimum 
sustainability standards [Hediger, 1999]. The future of sustainable development is show in Fig 2. 
 

 

 

Fig 2 
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DEFINITION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND EFFORTS NEEDED  

The management process should also ensure a stabilization of the global population level. Management 
processes are needed on the personal, organizational and societal levels. Why should an organization pursue 
sustainability? Shriberg [2000] summarizes three reasons to begin the journey toward sustainability:  

 1. Morality and intergenerational equity: To live only on what is available without borrowing from future 
generations of people or biota is morally desirable.  

 2. Survival: The stresses we are currently placing on ecosystems are too large for the continued well being 
of any organism. Therefore, in the long run, sustainable development is a prerequisite to survival and pros-
parity on this planet.  

 3. Organizational benefits and risks: By embracing sustainability, an organization positions itself as a 
“first-mover”. By not embracing sustainability, organizations face consequences in terms of increased 
economic and social liability.  

REQUIREMENTS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT  

Sustainable development as a function of organizational excellence results in a rather complex 
equation. The intention is to translate the requirements of critical global processes to areas of organizational 
concern. The two principal stakeholders are defined as humanity and nature. Assuming a stable nature the 
human well being depends on food and industrial production and the distribution of it. Population growth puts 
pressure on industrial and food production. Poverty is not primarily a problem of global production but a 
problem of unequal distribution [Ackerman et al., 2000]. This indicates unequal distribution as one of the 
primary causes threatening global sustainability. Measuring poverty is not complicated but measuring the 
causes for it is complicated.  

There is a need to have measurement tools equivalent to those on the ecological side such as 
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA). Tools like Economic LCA and systems for poverty aspects and impacts 
might exist but they do not seem to be commonly in use. Global organizational excellence requires 
business excellence but with limitations imposed by nature (pollution and non-renewable resources) 
and social issues (unequal distribution). There seems to be an ample potential for improvement in the 
global management process. Organizational measures should support global sustainable development. 
The need of sustainable Development is emerging from the trend shown below in Fig 3. 
 

 
Fig 3 
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PROPOSED CORE VALUES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVLOPMENT 

Business excellence needs to be based on deployed core values [Edgeman, 1998]. The proposed 
values for a management process of sustainable development should be considered as an example. Five core 
values have been chosen. All organizational values should reflect the effects on local, regional and global level 
as well as the implications on personal and societal sustainable performance.  
1. Sustainable stakeholder balance. Long term balance between the interests of all stakeholders forms a basis 
for sustainable development.  
2. Learning excellence. Continuous individual, organisational and societal learning is needed to reach 
sustainable development. Good learning creates a climate of improvement and innovation. Increased flexibility 
is needed for adaptation to rapid change. Learning the values guiding sustainable development is an integral 
part of learning excellence.  
3. Process performance excellence. The process view forms the foundation of the systemic view. Using 
process management enables co-coordinated learning and improvement in different parts of the system. The 
mother of all processes is the global process that transforms stakeholder interests to satisfied stakeholders. The 
satisfaction of the stakeholder nature will have to be interpreted by humans. Process performance excellence is 
defined as managing the processes effectively and efficiently with a result that maximizes the integrated 
stakeholder value in the long perspective.  
4. Stakeholder racy. Sustainable development is based on integrity and respect for all stakeholders. 
Participation by everybody based on democratic values. Everybody has the right of an opinion in a system run 
without fear. Respect and formal authority are earned through competence, maturity, responsible stewardship, 
humility, and faithfulness to core values for sustainability and servant hood. Formal authority is temporary and 
subject to the scrutiny of stakeholders.  
5. Transparency: Open and equal information is vital for long-term balance between interests of all 
stakeholders. Corruption is a major development obstacle. It counteracts market forces and stakeholder 
interests and generally reduces performance. Open information of compliance with performance standards for 
management and employees leads to fair and transparent competition. 
 
WHAT IS BEST4?  

BEST – BUSINESS EXCELLENCE SUSTAINABILITY TASK 
As said above the role of organization is increasing day by day in present business scenario. The 

organization has to behave as corporate citizens and side by side to excellence the business growth and 
economical growth of organization, but without damaging the environment, man health and safety and over 
and above the social life of human being. If the organization is having any flaws in any of the requirement, it 
will be difficult for stand in business. So it is not only important but the necessities of organization to do meet 
the requirement of this sustainability task. 
INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BEST4 ):- 
 To achieve the requirement of sustainable developments the organization must have management 
system. It is always true that every organization is having their management system because without any 
system the business can’t be run. There are always some loopholes in any system to cover up those loopholes 
there is strong need for following the defined management system. The more fundamental and appropriate 
management system is ISO 9000, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, and SA 8000. Every organization should 
follows these bare minimum standards requirement and improve the performance of organization. The basic 
fundamental of these entire standards is almost same if we compare the intent of standards. That’s why we can 
make it integrate and use a common standard (See Fig 4) for organization and during integration it needs to be 
followed the process approach instead of individual function of organization.  
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Fig 4. 
 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ARE GUIDING SYSTEMS 
We know a development of bureaucratically coined/shaped proof systems to genuine guiding systems 

determine. The achievement that original ISO 9000 existed in the core therein that it enabled enterprises, with 
one systematic documented proceeding defined requirements for products and to reach services. Following 
beginnings such ISO 14001 went a step further: With the demand after a continuous improvement of the 
environmental achievement and a plan. This Beginning is also in that new ISO 9000:2000 again.  
WHAT IS MISSING IN MANGEMENT SYSTEM STANDARD? 

Different studies show that the introduction of International management systems (BEST4). 
According to those studies successful investments represent the environmental/social activities and dominate 
operating ecological measures, while the actual ecological challenge in many industries in range of the product 
ecology. The Standards demanded continuous improvement process that formulates conception-ally very open 
and supplies only small incentives for one effective improvement of the achievement. Many enterprises are 
missing beyond those effective economic incentives, in addition, the suitable concepts for the identification 
economically interesting management measures. All standard are conformity-oriented standards. They offer 
but only few incentives for per-active going beyond that entrepreneur behavior. 

In addition, because of all the increasingly complex objectives of the management system enterprises 
are not really so adaptive and flexible. And always the management systems are not connected with business 
goals transparency. Often top management ordered for new system beginnings, without the readiness in the 
enterprise. Second is in enterprises the time factor is often underestimated. The introduction more effectively 
needs time management systems. Third enterprise often are missing fundamental experiences with the plan but 
hitting a corner act guidance cycle. 
ADJUSTMENTS OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEM BEGINNINGS 

Beside those classical quality management systems step on the one hand further topic-specific in 
addition management systems, on the other hand is a trend too Integrated Management Systems ascertainable. 
That system develops value: like that the ISO 9001 standard was original conceives as operational aligned 
proof and documentation instrument. Quality management systems often became in the consequence as 
bureaucratic parallel organization to the actual management introduced.   The development of topic-specific 
management system standards is indeterminable: Outgoing from the quality management followed 
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management systems for that Environmental management (ISO 14001), Occupational health and Safety 
management (OHSAS 18001), SA 8000: Social Accountability 8000. 

 Therefore process orientation is increasing, integrated management systems developed, with those 
flexibly that different standards demands can be fulfilled. A genuine Integration of the individual Management 
system is to observe not yet usual practice. At the same time to these developments spreads beside theme-
focused management systems standard, those conceptions ally a genuine Integration system demand.  

The impacts for the development of new management standards go no longer only of national 
standardization organizations out. A reason for this development is the Professional inspiring and 
internationalization of group’s requirements. 
MANAGEMENT MODELS 

In contrast to it exist with in the range of the management models; those more strongly on the 
development and adaptability of organizations are aligned. To call is here for example the model that 
European Foundation for Quality management (EFQM model for Business Excellence), that the reaching of 
Maximum performances (Business Excellence) the goal and with the instrument that has Self evaluation of 
undertakes an orientation at the "class-best" (Benchmarking) promotes. In support of quality in the USA in 
October 2000 of that Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with "US national the Environmental 
performance TRACK Program "a program for the self evaluation of the environmental management initiated, 
this Philosophy takes up and additionally determined Publication obligations. In the German-speaking 
countries work different Research groups at the concept of a Sustainability Balanced Scorecard, and in Great 
Britain develops an alliance more differently Institutions. This Realization was taken up in recent time also by 
the policy and led in the European Union for example too an adjustment of the environmental political 
priorities and Social accountability International has launched a world wide program to protect the employees 
right in organization and obligation of employer. 
GLOBAL PROCESS MODEL  

For true sustainable development the organizational performance needs to be related to global 
performance. We propose to use the five critical elements that present limits to global growth as reported by 
Meadows et al., (1972). These elements are pollution, industrial production, food production, population 
growth and use of non-renewable resources.  

The main stakeholders for the global process are identified as Humanity and Nature and the assumed 
interest of these stakeholders is a good life and a healthy nature (See Fig 5). This means that processes related 
to the critical elements could be considered as support for the operative processes that produce the value added 
for the main stakeholders. Industrial production and food production are combined into a process called 
producing goods and services. The problems of pollution and use of non-renewable resources are transformed 
to support processes called limiting pollution and limiting use of non-renewable resources. Global 
management processes should define these limits. Population growth is converted to a support process called 
maintaining a sustainable population.  

One supplementary process, compared to the five critical elements, has been added to the support 
processes – measuring and monitoring performance. This is the process that feeds “World Management” with 
required information. Probably many more support processes could be added but we think measurement is 
principally very important. Management processes on the global level are currently run by organizations such 
as the UN, EU, G8 and The World Bank as well as by the super power US.  

In order to lead change for sustainable development, management commitment is crucial. Organizations 
producing goods and services need clear directives for their activities. Global limits and guidelines are 
transformed to national directives that become drivers for organizations. It is important that organizations have 
reliable and agreed upon processes for measuring and monitoring performance. The existence of national 
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systems for measurement forms an external enabler for the national organizations, and in that context some of 
the national systems for measurement are mentioned.  
 

 
Fig 5 

 
ORGANISATIONAL PROCESS MODEL  

The support process of producing goods and services found in the global process model is built up of 
networks of organizations forming linked value chains. The processes of these individual organizations could 
schematically be described in a model (Fig. 3). This organizational process model illustrates five different 
types of measurements – drivers, input, enablers, output, and process outcome which is the stakeholder 
satisfaction. The model combines the division of enablers and results used in most business excellence models 
with the idea of dividing indicators into driving force, state and response. Process input is directly controlled 
by the organization and consists of the services and goods bought.  

In an organizational context both input and demand could be seen as driving forces creating 
enough voltage to push or pull the flow through the processes of the organization. Customer demand, 
management values, and national legislation are some examples of internal and external drivers for 
the organizational processes. Examples of internal enablers are the structure of the organization and 
its processes, enabling a low resistance for the flow of goods and services from input to output. A 
society with the support and infrastructure to aid organizations with Sustainable Development could 
be a strong external enabler. Stakeholders include customers, suppliers, shareholders, employees, 
current and future societies and the nature in general. The impact of the output is stakeholder 
satisfaction, which in the case of Nature could be measured with indicators such as loss of species or 
degraded biotype. Stakeholder responses to the outcome, including side effects such as social 
problems or pollution, are management issues, for instance affected by societal demands and 
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requirements of the owners of the organization – external and internal drivers. The enablers and their 
results are shown in Fig 6. 

 
Fig. 6 

 
INDICATOR OF PROCESS MEASUREMENT FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

In general, an indicator is something that provides useful information about a system. Indicators can be 
used to describe the state of a system, to detect changes in it, and to show cause-and-effect relationships 
(Miller, 2001). When attempting to measure Sustainable development, the indicators should be relevant, 
understandable for the users, limited in number and adaptable to future developments.  Ideally the indicators 
should also show links between the different goals of Sustainable devlopment (Farrel & Hart, 1998).  

Creating a single figure effectively covering all aspects of Sustainable Development-performance could 
prove extremely challenging. Using three indicators of economic, environmental and social performance 
should make the task easier, even if adding up each area is a challenge in itself. Each category could have 
measurements that relate to different steps in the studied processes, from drivers to outcomes. In our process 
model we have defined the outcome as equivalent to stakeholder satisfaction. This needs to be interpreted both 
for Nature and Humanity using relevant indicators.  

The concept of the Triple bottom line is often used to organise different types of organizational 
performance measures and includes the financial, environmental and social performance (Elkington, 
1999; Töpfer, 2000). Instead of the terms Social Equity or Social Responsibility, Ethics has been 
chosen to describe the social part of organizational performance. Ethical behaviour includes issues 
such as corruption, payment of taxes, wages and employee safety. The authors believe that the term 
Ethics more clearly describes what is required than the commonly used Social Responsibility. These results in 
a proposal to use the triple E: s of Economy, Environment and Ethics (3E) as main dimensions for measuring 
organizational performance with regard to sustainable development (see Fig. 7).  

 
Fig 7 
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Proposed dimensions for measuring organizational performance with regard to sustainable development. 

A valuable contribution to this area is the BEST model for sustainability. ”B” stands for Business,”E” for 
Excellence, and”S” for Sustainability and”T” for Task. This model expresses the same main dimensions as the 
proposed 3E; based on a process view, technology could arguably be seen as an enabler more than an output. 
With sound technical solutions the process output for the chosen three dimensions will be improved. The 
advantage and contribution of the 3E-model should be its closer alignment to the management of processes. 
Combining the 3E and the five types of measurements in the process model results in a matrix that can be used 
to classify existing measurements (see Table 1).  

 
Table 1 

Examples of organizational performance indicators classified according to the organizational process model 
and positioned within the 3E-dimensions.  
 
DIMENSION 

(3E) 
INPUT DRIVERS

1
 ENABLERS

2
 OUTPUT OUTCOME

3
 

Economy  Cost raw-
materials and 
services, GRI  

Legislation, 
org. policy  

Business 
Excellence  
Level of ISO 
9000  
Educational level  

Cost of Poor Quality,   
Business Excellence, Effect 
on level of natural capital, 
New products  

Customer 
Satisfaction 
Indexes  
Customer loyalty  
Repurchase rate  

Environment  GRI  
Green labels  

ESI, CSD  
Legislation 
and company 
policy  

Level of ISO 
14000  
Educational level  
The Natural Step  

Environmental behaviour  
Environmental projects  
Pollution  
Environmental labeling  

Environmental 
impacts  
Environmental 
rating and image  

Ethics  GRI  
Ethical labels  

CPI, CSD, 
HDI 
Legislation 
& org policy  

Level of SA-
8000,  
Educational level  
Fair trade policy  

Social behaviour  
Average earnings  
Employment security  
Ethical labeling  

Social impacts  
Social 
responsibility, 
rating and image  

 
1 

Internal drivers include corporate and management norms and values. Common external drivers for all 
dimensions are stakeholder demands such as customer preferences, legislation, culture and national levels of 
competitiveness.  

2 
Internal enablers include processes and systems that make work with the 3E-dimensions easier. Examples of 
external enablers are branch organizations and the general level of education within a region or a country.  

3 
Process output leads to various outcomes for different stakeholders.  

CPI – Corruption Perception Index of Transparency International.  
CSD – Commission of Sustainable Development.  
ESI – Environmental Sustainability Index 
GRI – Global Reporting Initiative.  
HDI – Human Development Index. Combined indicator of life expectancy, educational income  
SA 8000 – Social Accountability 8000,  
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MEASUREMENTS FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ORGANISATIONS  
All organizations, including the Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SME), should have an acceptable 

performance in all 3E dimensions. The definition used here for a SME is a company with less than 200 
employees. Taken as a group SMEs often have a significant economical, ecological and social impact but 
generally a very low awareness of environmental and social issues (Welford, 1994; Gerrans & Hutchinson, 
2000). The improvement potential is high, but a serious problem is that individual SMEs are seldom able to 
directly measure the effect of their activities on the environment and society, and therefore have little 
motivation to change. Small enterprises generally display many characteristics, of which we have chosen to 
highlight two (Vickers, 1990; Ghobadian & Gallear, 1996 and Chittenden et al., 1998):  
(i) lack of long term strategic focus and  
(ii) lack of in-depth resources.  
Measuring performance in all the outlined areas of SD requires levels of capital and expertise that small 
companies do not normally have. Global and national SD measurement policies with respect to SME need to 
deal with barriers to progress, such as lack of local forums for cooperation and networking where small firms 
can get guidance and company-specific advice. Given the diversity of small firms detailed developments of 
measurements are probably needed for each industrial sector. However, many SMEs see a growing demand for 
eco-friendly products from their customers. SMEs should therefore follow the same strategy as other 
companies of quantifying the effects and importance of organizational activities measured with relevant 
indicators within the 3Es.  
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION  

In this work we have found a great number of initiatives to measure Sustainable Development. There 
seems to be an opportunity for synergy in combining Sustainable Development indicators to a system process 
framework. The core value of fact based decisions emphasizes the importance of actively measuring 
organizational Sustainable Development performance. Management commitment is an obvious requirement to 
succeed with SD. The stronger feedback of stakeholder satisfaction measured as a response to process output 
should be able to enhance the work with continuous improvements in the organizations using indicators of SD. 
With the ongoing integration of quality and environmental performance it seems logical to go a step further 
and also include ethical performance. Process input has an important effect on the total organizational 
performance.  

This would lead to a raised awareness on Sustainable Development aspects, hopefully starting a chain 
reaction, which centers attention on the 3E. The main stakeholders on a global level are Humanity and Nature. 
Today these often have minor influence on organizations, which primarily focus on shareholders and 
customers. Changing existing models that are normative for Business Excellence and developing ethical 
standards based on initiatives, such as the SA 8000, are probably prerequisites for a good integration of the 3E 
into a truly Integrated Management System for Sustainable development.. Given their economical, 
environmental and social impact, global sustainability also requires the involvement of SMEs.  

Where the trends of the management system development steer? Certify-cash Management systems 
will be further of importance. In Contrast to the management systems of the first generation demand the newer 
models explicitly clarifying the relationship of enterprises and social groups of requirements. The entire 
management standards give a basic idea of management system, but there is no concrete financial benefit is 
looking by enterprises level organization. The integration of all the management system with the 3E concept 
will be best approach for sustainable development, but the most appropriate way to reach this destination is to 
fallow process approach and its different models as suggested by paper. 
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